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Just in time for the Super Bowl, PCH Consumer Insights and Evan
Shapiro completed a survey of 15,137 Americans, about their sports
media consumption.

(Note the large sample are responses from PCH’s registered community
members -- meaning this is first-party data, and so far more reliable than
directional. Also note that the colors in the charts are the official Kansas
City Chiefs Red and Philadelphia Eagles Midnight Green!)

Americans take their sports very seriously. While two thirds of those
surveyed say “general entertainment” is more important to their
media diet than sports, more than half of US audiences say they watch
sports regularly.



This explains the huge audiences for big games: the NFC and AFC
Championship games averaged more than 50 million viewers
each -- proving why live sports is the best advertising platform in
media. In fact, in 2022, 94 of the top 100 TV programswere sports.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bradadgate/2023/02/01/heading-into-the-super-bowl-lvii-nfl-postseason-ratings-remain-strong/?sh=3844f43e2443


Of those top 100 TV programs, 82 were NFL games. This is
reinforced by our data which shows that the NFL is by far our most
popular professional sport. (Our survey was limited to the last six
months, so data on theOlympics was not included. )

The NFL is twice as popular as the next national sports league, the
NBA, followed in third place by Baseball. A bit surprising to us was
FIFA’s proximity to the top three, and the fact that World Cup
Soccer was significantly more popular in 2022 than the NHL. We
also found it fascinating that Premier League Football (aka soccer) is
quickly catching up to Hockey as a US fan favorite.

When you break down where and how fans watch their sports…



More viewers watch NFL on streaming services than watch Baseball
on TV -- almost as many as watch the NBA on television. This is
likely driven by a combination of Monday Night Football on ESPN+
and Amazon’s Thursday Night Football. It also portends good plays
for YouTube’s acquisition of the NFL Sunday Ticket.

Consumers’ obsession with sports is now one of the most
important drivers of the media economy. As we found in our last
survey, viewers tend to throw fewer flags about ads in sports,
making live sports TV’s most effective advertising environment.

https://deadline.com/2023/02/nfl-sunday-ticket-youtube-new-features-2023-directv-1235248264/
https://insights.pch.com/img/year-of-living-dangerously.pdf


While just 34% of viewers say sports are more important than other
forms of entertainment, most of that fanbase is willing to prove
their love with their wallets.

30% of Americans report paying for their sports, with younger consumers even more willing
to fork over cash to watch. Once again, this proves what we have found in three consecutive
surveys of more than 80,000 consumers -- consumers under 45 are more willing and able to
pay for the media they most want.

https://insights.pch.com/img/mind_of_the_modern_sub.pdf


Disney’s ESPN is the obvious dynasty in sports media, but they are
not alone.



With the rise of numerous other sports -- and football-field-sized
investments in sports by Alphabet, Apple, NBCU and Amazon --
there seems to be an open field for sports media and a growing
appetite among fans for more sports on streaming.

All this data helps explain skyrocketing prices for sports rights, and
the major league jump in valuation for all the pro sports leagues in
the last year:



So, as you pop your popcorn, melt your nacho cheese, and buffalo
your wings for the Super Bowl next weekend, know that you are
among the millions of fans making sports the linebacker sized media
business it is and will continue to be.

Note: While 40% of American sports are played by Women, just 4% of
major media coverage of sports is of Women's Sports, which clearly
affects howmuch of it we watch.



METHODOLOGY
PCH Consumer Insights surveyed 20,501 American adults 18+, recruited from Publishers 
Clearing House’s 22 million registered Audience Members,  in January 2022. The total 
responses were then weighted to adjust for age and income to come in line with US Census 
data for the American population, resulting in the 15,137 respondents represented in the 
data above.

PCH CONSUMER INSIGHTS
Publishers Clearing House is one of Media’s most iconic brands, and a top-ranked multi-
category media property with a 100% logged-in audience of millions of registered users, 
each authenticated at an individual level. With uniquely engaging and interactive free-to-
play chance-to-win content, PCH’s signature
experience delivers consumers who choose to provide accurate first-party data and 
information as they register and engage with the company. As a result, PCH has one of the 
largest authenticated audiences outside of the walled gardens, a foundation from which it 
can offer a variety of ways for publishers and advertisers to activate their identity and 1st 
party data for cookie-less targeting, buying, and measurement. 

ESHAP/EVAN SHAPIRO
Evan Shapiro is a professor of media studies at New York University and Fordham 
University, an Emmy and Peabody Award winning producer, and leader of the change 
agency ESHAP. His ongoing insights on the evolution of Media have made him one of the 
most sought-after thinkers in the space and earned him the moniker of “the official 
cartographer of the Media Universe.”
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